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USAID Clean Power Asia program
❑ 5 years: June 2016 – June 2021
❑ Aims to increase deployment in ‘grid-connected’
renewable energy in Asia
❑ Focus on Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam
❑ Goals:
❑ 15 laws/policies/regulations
❑ $750 M USD investment mobilization
❑ 500 MW of installed RE
❑ 3.5 M tCO2e reduction
❑ Implemented by Abt Associates and partners
❑ Funded by United States Agency for International
Development (USAID)
Our website: http://www.usaidcleanpowerasia.org/
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Setting the Scene

Trends and challenges towards disruptive technologies in the power sector
USAID programs and partners’ resources
Today’s webinar agenda and speakers
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Disruptive Technologies in the Power Sector
Trends, timing of the grid-edge transformation, key actionable framework and
challenges for the growth of disruptive technologies
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Future trends with disruptive technologies
Key Drivers

Emerging
Distributed Energy
Resources (DERs)

Customers in the
future energy
system
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Source: Illustration adjusted from World Economic Forum (2017)
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Timing for disruptive or grid-edge technologies

Source: Illustration by World Economic Forum (2017)
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Key actions and challenges for the growth of
disruptive technologies
Key Actionable Framework to
successfully accelerate adoption of
grid-edge technologies

Challenges
• Reforming regulated power structure (e.g.,
Single-Enhanced Buyer Market) towards
more market liberalization
• Regulations for new power utilities
business model (e.g., unbundled retail rate
structure, new utility revenue sources),
shifting toward performance-based
regulations.
• Change narrative on utility perception
(‘utility death spiral’) on how DERs can be
deployed to deliver grid value
• Critical barriers on DER interconnection
and integration

Source: Illustration by World Economic Forum (2017)
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• Lack of clear DER roadmap and grid
modernization plan
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USAID and Partners
Program introduction and resources related to disruptive technologies in the power sector
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USAID Clean Power Asia

Distributed
Photovoltaics
•
•
•

Utility revenue and rate impacts of DPV
Customer economics of DPV and
international review
Net Metering program: Impact analysis,
guidebook, capacity building

Partners:

Disruptive
Technologies

Energy Storage
•
•

Technical standards for battery energy
storage
Analysis of BESS to address grid
congestion and curtailment of solar
projects in selected provinces

•
•

Report on regulatory designs for
disruptive technologies
On-going assistance on rate design
for prosumers and EV charging
under USAID-NREL partnership

Government counterparts:

Regulations for RE integration (grid interconnection, technical standards, permitting)
• Technical requirement for grid interconnection, technical standards and guidelines for conducting feasibility studies for solar
Regional Dialogue and Knowledge Exchange on RE Policy in Southeast Asia
• Competitive Procurement (Asia EDGE workshop in Bangkok)
• Distributed PV (Workshop and webinars)
• Energy Storage (Regional workshop in Bangkok)
• Outreach through deep-dive workshop at regional events (ACEF)
Our website: http://www.usaidcleanpowerasia.org/
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USAID Clean Power Asia
•

Report provides overview of key regulatory designs that fostered
deployment of disruptive technologies in U.S. and draws implications
for design of regulations to support disruptive technologies in Thailand
(Expected publication 2021).

•

Key Regulatory Design Topics
1. Develop and
prioritize regulatory
objectives

2. Utilities’ spending
and investment

3. Technical and
metering
configurations

4. Retail tariff design
and compensation
mechanisms

5. Interconnection
standards and codes

6. Approach for P2P
electricity trading
implications

To be published on our website: http://www.usaidcleanpowerasia.org/
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U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)

Website: https://greeningthegrid.org/

Website: https://www.cleanpowerhub.net/enable-clean-power/overview
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USAID Climate Economic Analysis for Development, Investment, and
Resilience (CEADIR)
•

Distributed energy resource (DER) maps can help government
planners and regulators, utilities, and other stakeholders make better
decisions on distributed energy investment and use.

•

DER—which can include distributed generation, transmission and
distribution grids, energy storage, electric vehicles and charging
infrastructure, demand response, and energy efficiency—can have
benefits for utilities, power markets, and end users.

•

A DER roadmap is a planning study, guidance document, or action
plan that can help stakeholders make better and informed decisions
on investing in and using DER.

•
Link to Download

A roadmap can help utilities develop consensus on objectives,
targets, technologies, and location-specific priorities.

Website: https://www.climatelinks.org/projects/ceadir-climate-economic-analysis-development-investment-and-resilience
3/11/2021
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Transforming the Power Sector:
Regulatory Design for Disruptive Technologies
Webinar agenda and speakers
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Webinar Agenda
Time

3/11/2021

Session Title

Speaker/Moderator

9:00-9:05

Opening remarks

Scott C. Bartos, USAID RDMA

9:05-9:10

Setting the scene for disruptive technologies

Supawan Saelim, USAID Clean Power Asia

9:10-9:35

Regulatory Designs for Disruptive Technologies:Thailand
case study
Weerin Wangjiraniran, Chulalongkorn University
• Possible future scenarios and challenges for disruptive
technologies
Sopitsuda Tongsopit, USAID Clean Power Asia
• Overview of key regulatory designs for disruptive
technologies and the implications for Thailand

9:35-10:05

Deep-Dive Topics for Regulatory Designs
• Principles and considerations for EV tariff designs
• Recommendations for preparation of a distributed energy
resources roadmap

David Hurlbut, NREL
Santiago Enriquez, USAID CEADIR

10:05-10:30

Panel discussion and Q&A

Moderated by Thanawat Keereepart, USAID
Clean Power Asia
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Speakers
Supawan Saelim
Senior Renewable Energy Policy Specialist
Abt Associates/USAID Clean Power Asia

Dr. Supawan (Su) is currently a Senior Renewable Energy Policy
Specialist for the USAID Clean Power Asia program, which encourages
power sector investments in environmentally-friendly, grid-connected
renewable energy sources. She has focused primarily on activities to
provide technical assistance to Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, and Philippines
related to renewable energy auctions, impact of distributed PV policies
on key stakeholders, technical input and capacity building for a netmetering program and research on regulatory designs for disruptive
technologies. Prior to joining USAID Clean Power Asia, she gained
research experience with international organizations on energy and
climate mitigation policies and has several years’ experience at PwC
Thailand assisting the public and private sector on feasibility studies,
valuation, and high-level market analysis.
She holds a Ph.D. in Economics from the National Institute of
Development Administration, Thailand and a M.Sc. in Project Analysis,
Finance and Investment from the University of York, United Kingdom.
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Speakers
Weerin Wanjiraniran
Researcher, Energy Research Institute
Chulalongkorn University

Dr. Weerin is currently a researcher in energy modeling and outlook
at Chulalongkorn University’s Energy Research Institute (ERI). He is
providing academic research and professional consulting services for
government and private companies in the fields of energy policy and
scenario planning. Currently, he is leading research on the impacts of
disruptive technologies on the power sector funded by Thailand’s
Office of the Energy Regulatory Commission (OERC). His previous
work includes developing national energy policy and regulatory
guidelines such as the annual Thailand Energy Outlook, Thailand Energy
Master plan, and Thailand Energy Information Center.
He holds a Ph.D. in Engineering from the Tokyo Institute of Technology.
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Speakers
Sopitsuda Tongsopit
Renewable Energy Policy Consultant
Abt Associates/USAID Clean Power Asia

Dr. Sopitsuda (Sophie) has worked as a consultant for USAID Clean
Power Asia since 2017, providing technical assistance on the design of
compensation mechanisms to promote investment in distributed PV
(DPV) investment in Thailand, Philippines and Vietnam. Currently, she is a
Policy and Data Specialist at the Office of Sustainability, California
Department of General Services, Sacramento, U.S.A.. She has helped the
state agency structure its solar-plus-storage plan and access bill saving
potential of solar-plus-storage deployment at various state facilities. She is
currently embarking on microgrid planning and modelling for bill savings
and resiliency at state facilities.
Her former national-level policy inputs in Southeast Asia include Thailand’s
Solar PV Roadmap Initiative (for Thailand’s Ministry of Energy, 2015), the
design of compensation mechanism for DPV deployment in Thailand (for
Thailand’s Ministry of Energy, 2017), the revision of rooftop solar support
mechanisms in Vietnam (through USAID VLEEP, 2018), and the revision of
the Net Metering Program in the Philippines (through USAID Clean
Power Asia, 2019).
She earned a B.A. in Chemistry and Environmental Studies from
Dartmouth College and a Ph.D. in Environmental Studies (specializing in
distributed generation) from the University of California, Santa Cruz.
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Speakers

David Hurlbut
Senior Analyst, Strategic Energy Analysis
Center U.S. National Renewable Energy
Laboratory

Dr. David Hurlbut is a senior analyst with the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory’s Strategic Energy Analysis Center, specializing in wholesale
market design and renewable energy policy. Dr. Hurlbut is currently
advising energy officials in the Philippines, Colombia, and South Asia on
grid-based strategies for increased use of renewable resources. He also
led technical support to the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation on the Navajo
Generating Station in Arizona, which was the largest coal-fired generating
plant in the Western United States until it retired in late 2019.
Prior to joining the lab in January 2007, Dr. Hurlbut was a Senior
Economist with the Texas Public Utilities Commission, conducting
oversight over the competitive wholesale power market in ERCOT and
policing against market abuse. While at the Texas PUC, he also oversaw
the state’s highly successful renewable portfolio standard, during which
time Texas surpassed California as the state with the most installed wind
capacity. He also developed the Competitive Renewable Energy Zone
concept in Texas, which has since been used as a model for renewable
energy transmission planning in various parts of the country.
Dr. Hurlbut is the author of Creative Destruction and the Electric Utility
of the Future, which explores the socioeconomic drivers that are
transforming the power sector. He received his doctorate and master’s
degrees from the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, University of
Texas at Austin.
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Speakers
Santiago Enriquez
Climate Change and Environmental Specialist
Abt Associates/USAID CEADIR

Santiago has more than 18 years’ experience working in renewable
energy, energy efficiency, and environmental and climate change
policy. As Activity Manager for the USAID Climate Economic
Analysis for Development, Investment, and Resilience (CEADIR)
activity in Central America, Mr. Enriquez directed assessments to
identify barriers and opportunities in the clean energy markets of
Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and Panama, and facilitated
trainings, technical assistance, and the development of guarantees to
help banks in those countries scale up clean energy finance. As the
Mexico Country Coordinator for the EPA-funded “Urban Waste
Technical Assistance and Network Support,” Mr. Enriquez provided
technical assistance to local and federal authorities on improved
waste management, including through the generation of electricity
from organic waste. Prior to joining Abt, Mr. Enriquez worked with
the World Bank and at Mexico’s Secretary of Environment and
Natural Resources.
Santiago Enriquez holds a Master’s in Public Policy from Harvard
University.
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Moderator
Thanawat Keereepart
Renewable Energy Policy Expert
Abt Associates/USAID Clean Power Asia

Thanawat (Yok) has worked in the energy sector since 2003, with current
responsibilities including influencing policy and regulations in Southeast Asia
to promote regional clean energy development. His work at the USAID Clean
Power Asia program includes the first competitive energy procurement in
Laos, net-metering policy consideration and implementation in the Philippines
and Vietnam, BESS applications to reduce grid congestion and curtailment
impacts in Vietnam, and BESS technical standards in Thailand. Previously,
Thanawat served as Assistant Vice President – Portfolio Management
Department at EGAT International where he led successful project
implementations in Laos and Indonesia, and energy project developments in
the region. He also worked as an engineer at EGAT where he gained valuable
experience and a greater understanding of the state-owned utility’s
perspective.

Thanawat holds a B.A. in Electrical Engineering from Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland, and an M.S. in Electrical Engineering from Stanford
University, Stanford, California.
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USAID Regional Development Mission for Asia
Athenee Tower, 25th Floor
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Patumwan, Bangkok
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